P. Sivakami and Nawal El Saadawiare bureaucrats-turned writers who espouse the cause of women who are victims of patriarchy and display remarkable agency and purpose in subverting the systems of oppression prevalent in their respective local settings. The protagonists of the novels selected for the study ultimately succumb to the system, but they do not give up without a fight. The novels chosen for analysis in this paper are P. Sivakami's Author's Notes and Nawal El Saadawi's The Fall of the Imam. This paper analyses the novels SMART MOVES JOURNAL IJELLH from a postmodern perspective and attempts to bring out the elements of intertextuality, multiple voices and ambiguity in these two novels.
Allah's sister's life and how the protagonist can be so sure that the said event will occur in her sibling's life. The reader is unable to understand the sequence of events and the authenticity of the action described in the novel. Moreover, the narrative slips between first person and third person narration and creates doubts about who is the speaker.
In the next paragraph in the same chapter El Saadawi writes that "She would have escaped had she not been halted by the smell of the land and the sea, bringing back her whole life in one moment" (15). This 'she' is hit by a bullet from behind and she falls to the ground, bleeding slowly and eventually dying. The only witness to her death was her dog, the birds, the cocks, the crows and the donkeys. Soon other barking dogs also joined and it was still not dawn. Then El Saadawi writes, "She was a girl on her own, all alone with her dog; her sisters were to follow later. The world was as it is today" (16). Nawal El Saadawi's novel The Fall of the Imam is a deeply disturbing novel that makes use of postmodern techniques to highlight the cyclical nature of oppression and exploitation. The repeated deaths of the Imam and the rape and violation of the mother and daughter duo in the novel also emphasise the prevalence of a powerful network of sexual oppression and violation that continuously preys on vulnerable women in countries across the world. 
